Basic AdEERS Workshop

- For research personnel with no little or no experience creating AdEERS reports
- You’ll get “hands-on” experience creating and submitting an AdEERS report using the training NCI AdEERS application. You will be guided, step-by-step, by the ECOG AE Team.
- You’ll learn how to navigate within the NCI AdEERS system, and what to enter for specific fields.
- You’ll receive helpful hints and handouts
- We’ll answer your questions and help you troubleshoot technical issues
- On the Horizon.....

Advanced AdEERS Workshop

- For research personnel with some experience creating and submitting AdEERS reports
- Using CRF’s from a mock “patient” and pertinent sections of a protocol, you will create and submit an AdEERS report for only reportable events as a self-guided exercise
- Members of AE Team present for assistance and guidance
- Helpful hints and handouts
- Questions?
- On the Horizon.....